Asymptotic safety is an attractive scenario for the dynamics of quantum spacetime. Here, we work from a phenomenologically motivated point of view and emphasize that a viable dynamics for quantum gravity in our universe must account for the existence of matter. In particular, we explore the scale-dependence of a scalar matter-gravity-vertex, and investigate whether an interacting fixed point exists for the so-defined Newton coupling. We find a viable fixed point in the puregravity system, disregarding scalar quantum fluctuations. We explore its extensions to the case with dynamical scalars, and find indications of asymptotic safety in the matter-gravity system. We moreover examine the anomalous dimensions for different components of the metric fluctuations, and find significant differences between the transverse traceless and scalar component.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Renormalization Group scale and bimetric structure of gravity
The perturbative non-renormalizability of General Relativity means that, if we aim at a quantum field theoretic description of gravity, a nonperturbative route is necessary. An interacting fixed point of the Renormalization Group (RG) flow provides a notion of nonperturbative renormalizability, known as the asymptotic safety scenario [1] . Just as asymptotic freedom in non-Abelian gauge theories allows to define quantum field theories that are consistent and predictive at all scales, asymptotic safety could play the same role for quantum gravity, or, indeed, other gauge theories in d = 4 dimensions [2, 3] or beyond [4] . Due to the interacting nature of the fixed point, one cannot quantize small metric fluctuations around a flat (or, e.g., cosmological) background. Instead quantum fluctuations of the metric can become arbitrarily large. This clearly suggests that the notion of a given background, available in the quantization of other gauge theories, is not present in gravity. This begs the question: What does it mean to construct a RG flow for quantum gravity? How to define coarse-graining, when spacetime itself, and therefore any measure of momentum-scales, is widely fluctuating?
The solution lies in the use of the background field method [5] , where we split the full metric according to
We then define the path-integral over all metric configurations as the path-integral over the fluctuation field h µν , and the background metricḡ µν can be used to set a scale.
In particular, the fluctuation field can be decomposed into eigenfunctions of the background covariant Laplacian −D 2 , and those eigenmodes with large eigenvalues are declared to be the "high-momentum" modes. In an RG flow from the ultraviolet (UV) to the infrared (IR), those modes are integrated out first. It is important to realize that the fluctuation field can have arbitrary amplitude, so this split does not entail a perturbative treatment, and in fact varying h µν allows to reach every possible Riemannian metric g µν [6] . The relation (1) , referred to as the exponential parameterization, has first been studied in the context of functional RG flows in a unimodular setting [7, 8] , and has also been argued to be superior to the linear parameterization in the context of standard gravity [6, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In this framework, the effective action at a scale k, where degrees of freedom of momenta higher than k (as determined byḡ µν ) have been integrated out, depends on the background metric and the fluctuation metric, i.e., Γ k = Γ k [ḡ µν , h µν ]. This dependence is such that one cannot recombineḡ µν and h µν to give the full metric. This "split-symmetry" breaking is due to two sources: The first is the gauge fixing term, which gauge-fixes the fluctuations with respect to the background, e.g., using a harmonic gauge condition F ν =D µ h µν − 1 2D ν h κ κ . The second is the cutoff term, that is introduced into the path integral to implement a momentum-shell-wise integration: It acts as a mass-like term for fluctuations of low momenta and therefore has the structure h µν R µνκλ (y)h κλ , where y = −D 2 /k 2 and −D 2 denotes the background-covariant Laplacian 1 . As a consequence, couplings of background operators and fluctuation operators do not share the same beta function. For instance, one can define a Newton coupling from the prefactor of theR term in the effective action, or from the momentum-squared part of the graviton three-point function or from a graviton-matter vertex.
These three definitions of the Newton coupling obey a different Renormalization Group running. Modified Wardidentities govern the background-field dependence of the results, and have to be imposed on the RG flow, but work along these lines is still in its infancy.
In the literature on asymptotically safe gravity, many results are obtained within a single-metric approximation, where the difference between background couplings and fluctuation couplings is ignored. There, one finds an interacting fixed point with a finite number of relevant couplings, i.e., free parameters . For reviews, see [40] .
First explorations of the bimetric structure in asymptotically safe quantum gravity have indicated that the evidence for asymptotic safety from the single-metric approximation is still present when resolving this approximation [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . One should note that at this stage, only few couplings have been considered in a bimetric setting, and higher-order truncations could yield different results. As discussed in [49] using the example of a scalar field, a single-metric approximation can result in spurious fixed points, and a treatment of the full bimetric structure is crucial. Within gravity-matter systems, a first step in this direction has been done in [50, 51] , where the anomalous dimension of the graviton and matter fields was evaluated in addition to the beta functions of the gravitational background couplings. In [47, 48] , RG flows formulated in terms of fluctuation field gravitational couplings have been investigated and lend quantitative support to the results for the pure-gravity case in the single-metric approximation. The system has been extended to include the effect of matter fluctuations on pure-gravity-couplings in [52] .
B. Quantum spacetime and matter
In this work, we will make a step forward in disentangling the running of fluctuation and of background couplings, focusing on the matter-gravity sector. From a phenomenological point of view, the matter-gravity couplings are particularly interesting for several reasons: First of all, these could become relevant in experimental tests of quantum gravity, e.g. in astrophysical or cosmological settings, where high enough energies to test quantum gravity effects might become reachable. Second, the existence of matter in our universe means that a quantum theory of spacetime by itself is not viable as a physical theory if it cannot accounted for matter as well. While one could hope that matter "emerges" as additional effective excitations of spacetime at low scales, it seems unlikely that the quantum dynamics of spacetime does indeed provide all observed matter degrees of freedom with the correct properties, as encoded in the intricate structure of the standard model. Thus, we will here follow the route towards a joint quantum theory of gravity and matter. In the context of asymptotic safety, this implies that a viable fixed point must exist not only for the gravitational interactions, but also for matter-gravity interactions and matter self-interactions. As the Standard Model by itself is most likely not asymptotically safe, the effect of gravity is conjectured to induce a fixed point [53] , see, e.g., for evidence in this direction [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . As a step towards showing that this could indeed be the case, we investigate the flow of a gravity-scalar-vertex, and show that it admits an interacting ultraviolet fixed point. We emphasize that the flow of this coupling is independent from the flow of the usual Newton coupling, defined with respect to gravitational vertices only. Our result therefore constitutes nontrivial evidence for the potential viability of asymptotic safety for a joint description of gravity and matter in our universe.
II. MATTER-GRAVITY FLOWS: SETUP
In the following we will analyze the Euclidean RG flow of the 1-graviton-2-scalar coupling. To derive its beta functions we will study the scale-dependence of the effective action Γ k which is governed by the Functional Renormalization Group equation [60, 61] , a.k.a. the Wetterich equation:
The FRGE is formulated in terms of the dimensionless scale derivative ∂ t = k∂ k , and Γ (2) k denotes the second functional derivative of the flowing action with respect to the fields (a matrix in field space). The supertrace STr includes a summation over the fields with an additional negative sign for Grassmannian fields, and a summation over the eigenvalues of the Laplacian in the kinetic term, that translates into a momentum-integral on a flat background. This equation depends on the full, field-dependent nonperturbative regularized propagator
which takes into account higher-loop effects while keeping a rather simple one loop form. For reviews, see [62] .
A. Truncation
Our truncation consist in the Einstein-Hilbert action for the gravitational sector and a massless minimally coupled scalar field for the matter sector. To set it up, we start from an auxiliary actionΓ given in terms of the full metric g µν , which readsΓ
Herein
and
We drop a possible volume term in our calculation, as its fluctuations do not enter the RG flow in our choice of gauge, see below.
In particular, we will employ a York decomposition of the fluctuation field
andD µ v µ = 0 and use the unimodular gauge, defined in [10] , which imposes a constant conformal mode, i.e.
in the exponential parameterization. Moreover, vector fluctuations are also gauged to zero, leaving contributions of h T T µν and σ to the running couplings. For details on the Faddeev-Popov ghost sector for this choice of gauge, see [? ] . We will employ a redefinition of the form
µR µνD ν σ, that cancels part of the Jacobian from the York decomposition [15] .
To calculate the flow, we define a truncation in the following way: Starting from the actionΓ we expand in powers of h µν up to fourth order, and then redefine h µν → √ 32πGh µν . In the nonperturbative FRG setting, the running of the prefactors of the terms at different order in h µν differs. We thus introduce several different "avatars" of the Newton coupling, G 3 , G 4 , g 3 , g 4 and g 5 , and define our truncation to be
Here Γ (n,m) stands for the terms of n-th order in the fluctuation field h µν and m-th order in the scalar field. Note that the action that contains the scalar fields is quadratic, so we only have terms with m = 0, 2. Our redefinition of all separate prefactors of the different vertices allows us to explicitly distinguish these avatars of the Newton coupling, instead of approximating them all by G. One should not expect a universal definition of the Newton coupling to exist in the nonperturbative quantum gravity regime, similarly to what has been found in the perturbative regime in [63] . As replicas of Newton's coupling, G 3 , G 4 , g 3 , g 4 and g 5 all have dimensionality 2 − d. This justifies the different powers with which they appear in the various terms in (8) .
In detail, the different terms on a flat background are given by:
where appropriate symmetrizations are understood implicitly, as h µν = h νµ . Here, we have already imposed the gauge h = const, and thus the trace of the fluctuation field can be dropped from the vertices. This simplifies the vertices considerably.
In an abuse of notation, we do not distinguish between dimensionful and dimensionless couplings, as all our beta functions will always be expressed in terms of the dimensionless couplings, only, whereas all couplings in Eq. (9)-(13) are still dimensionful.
By the subscript rhs in (8) we indicate that this action is used to define the vertices and propagators that enter the Wetterich equation. In other words, these are the fluctuation-field structures that induce the Renormalization Group flow. In this paper we will not calculate the running of all these couplings but only the beta function of g 3 , and the wave-function renormalizations Z Ψ , with Ψ = (TT, σ, S). The wave-function renormalizations Z Ψ nevertheless couple into the beta-functions of the essential couplings in a nontrivial way via the anomalous dimensions
The running of G 3 has been calculated recently in [52] using a linear parametrization of the metric and a more conventional gauge. We find that the simpler structure of the gravity-matter vertex avoids some of the issues that are encountered with multi-graviton vertices, and in any case it is of interest to compare the results of different procedures.
The coupled nature of the Wetterich equation clearly prevents us from defining a closed truncation, in which we can extract the flow of all couplings that we have included on the right-hand side; thus approximations are necessary in which some couplings contribute to the running of others, but their running is not calculated. The remaining couplings in (8) can accordingly be treated in various ways. Since they enter in the flow equation for g 3 , it is better to avoid a truncation where they are set to zero. Instead, they can be set equal to g 3 , or treated as free parameters. We will discuss different possible approximations with respect to these higherorder couplings below. It is important to realize that if we were to restrict our truncation to g 3 , and set all other couplings to zero, all but Fig. 4 would vanish. On the other hand, the original action is diffeomorphism invariant, and accordingly a 1-graviton-2-scalar-vertex is necessarily accompanied by a 2-graviton-2-scalar vertex etc. It is therefore expected that an improved truncation takes the existence of these couplings -and the corresponding diagrams -into account. To close the system of couplings, we clearly have to choose an approximation, and we will mostly opt for the choice g 4 = g 3 , g 5 = g 3 in the following (which is dictated by dimensionality). To check how useful this approximation is, we keep track of the couplings separately; however we will not evaluate the flows of the higher-order couplings.
Note an interesting difference of β g3 to the running of the background Newton coupling: As there is no closed scalar loop contributing to β g3 , its only dependence on N S arises through the anomalous dimension η TT .
B. Projection rules
We use the transverse traceless mode h
to define the matter-gravity coupling g 3 . As the running of g 3 can unambigously be extracted on a flat background, we will focus on the choicē g µν = δ µν in the following.
To extract the running of g 3 , we employ a projection rule as follows:
where we use the symmetric configuration for the three momenta, such that an angle of 2π/3 lies between them, and their absolute value is |p 1 | = |p 2 | = |p 3 | = p. Note that the functional derivative with respect to the TT mode generates the projector
where
As we are using the transverse traceless component of the graviton for the projection, there is no mixing with nonminimal couplings that arise from the diffeomorphism-invariant operator φ 2 R, since the first variation of R does not have a transverse traceless component on a flat background. Furthermore, working with a transverse traceless external graviton mode also excludes an admixture of non-diffeomorphism invariant operators at the same order of momenta, which might be generated by the flow and which depend on the momenta of the graviton.
Any given vertex contains a large number of different tensor structures, and these are not necessarily all featuring the same running coupling. In particular, transverse traceless structures and scalar structures could be expected to exhibit prominent differences in their running. As a first step into this direction, we distinguish the wave-function renormalization for the TT mode and the σ mode, Z TT and Z σ . On the other hand, we do not distinguish the couplings in the same fashion.
To extract the flow of the wave-function renormalizations, we define projection rules as follows:
where the right-hand sides are evaluated at p = 0, and at vanishing external fields h T T µν , σ and φ.
III. RESULTS FOR ηTT, ησ ηS AND βg 3
For our explicit results, we will employ a regulator shape function of the form
, with the appropriate wave-function renormalization for all modes, [64] .
A. Anomalous dimension for the graviton modes
The purely metric diagrams contributing to η TT , cf. Fig. 1 yield the following results.
The subscripts in (22) - (24) denote internal TT and σ propagators in the two-vertex diagrams, respectively. Similarly, there are two diagrams containing scalar fluctuations, one of them a tadpole (cf. Fig. 2 ) which vanishes due to the momentum-structure of the vertex.
Similarly, our results for the anomalous dimension of the σ mode read
The matter contributions are given by
In summary, we have
Note that the sign of the matter contribution agrees for η TT and η σ and is the opposite one from that in the linear parametrization and deDonder gauge, [50] . Since the exponential parametrization and the linear parametrization can be understood as underlying two distinct definitions of the configuration space for asymptotically safe quantum gravity, such a difference could possibly persist in extended truncations, and point towards a difference in the number of relevant directions in the two settings, see also [12] .
The two-vertex diagrams enter with opposite signs in η TT as compared to η σ . This will imply that the two anomalous dimensions will typically have values of similar magnitude but opposite sign. Thus, setting η σ = η TT does not seem to be a good approximation, if indeed this trend persists beyond our truncation. Moreover, this could suggest that even in calculations without a York decomposition, it might be necessary to disentangle the tensor structures of the graviton, and work with projection tensors. Comparing to the anomalous dimension η h for the graviton (without York decomposition) in the linear parametrization, we observe that η TT has the opposite, leading order negative contribution from the pure-gravity fluctuations, cf. Eq. 24 in [50] . 
B. Anomalous dimension for the matter scalars
Similarly, tadpole diagrams and two-vertex diagrams contribute to the flow of η S , cf. Fig. 3 .
Overall, η S is positive at leading order, when g 3 > 0, g 4 > 0. This is the opposite behavior as that observed in the linear parameterization and the deDonder gauge, [50] . These three-vertex diagrams in Fig. 4 only have a contribution from the σ mode; the transverse traceless mode contributes to the running of the two-scalar-one-gravitonvertex at a higher order in the momenta, when our projection prescription (15) is used. Note that the leading-order contribution to β √ g3 comes with a positive sign.
Additionally, there are tadpole diagrams and two-vertex diagrams, which contain the couplings g 4 and g 3/2 5 , which also arise from the kinetic term of the scalar, cf. 
The top two two-vertex diagrams in Fig. 6 contain only gravity-matter vertices, and contributes at O( √ g 3 g 4 ) to the flow of √ g 3 :
Finally, there are two-vertex and three-vertex diagrams which also contain the vertex √ G 3 , which arises from the Einstein-Hilbert action, cf. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . The lower three diagrams in Fig. 6 yield
The three-vertex diagrams with a pure-gravity vertex, cf. Fig. 7 , yield the following contribution:
D. Beta function for g3
By summing Eq. (41) to Eq. (51) we obtain the beta function for √ g 3 , from which we derive the beta function for the dimensionless g 3 as
Herein, the factors η TT g 3 and 2η S g 3 appear if the kinetic terms of both fields are redefined with a canonical prefactor, and the corresponding factors of the wave-function renormalization are absorbed in the coupling g 3 .
There is a significant difference to other possible definitions of a running Newton coupling: the beta function of g 3 depends implicitly on N S , since only η T T and η σ contains a N S dependence. There is no pure matter-loop contributing to β g3 , though, as there is for some other definitions of a running Newton coupling, e.g., for the background Newton coupling [50] , or for the pure-gravity coupling G 3 [52] .
IV. RESULTS FOR THE PURE GRAVITY CASE
Let us now analyze the fixed-point structure within various approximations. If we consider the scalar as an external field, and only integrate out metric fluctuations, we can still consider g 3 as our definition of the running Newton coupling. In that case β g3 is determined by the tadpole diagrams in Fig. 5 and the last three diagrams in Fig. 6 . The anomalous dimensions only receive contributions from the diagrams in Fig. 1 that do not contain matter in the loops. They can be obtained from the general formulas simply putting N S = 0. Here we further put the anomalous dimension η S to zero.
If we then employ the approximation g 5 = g 4 = g 3 , G 3 = G 4 = g 3 , we obtain
We define the semi-perturbative approximation by setting η TT = η σ = η S = 0 on the right-hand sides of all diagrams contributing to the flow of the η's. Then η TT and η S still appear on the right-hand side of β g3 . This semi-perturbative approximation removes potential poles from β g3 that are due to the nonperturbative structure of the η's, and which could induce artificial zeros. In this approximation
This structure, in particular the negative sign in front of the term ∼ g 2 3 , is similar to that found for other definitions of the Newton coupling.
The interplay between the dimensional term 2g 3 and the leading order term from quantum fluctuations, −g 2 3 , induces one real interacting fixed point as given in Tab. I. The semi-perturbative approximation features another real fixed point, which we discard as a truncation artefact, as it is not present in the full beta function. Moreover, the perturbative approximation, in which we set all anomalous dimensions to zero everywhere, yields a similar result, where the critical exponent is of course set exactly by the negative dimensionality of the coupling. The real part of the critical exponent is remarkably close to values in previous approximations, both in the singleand bi-metric case. We emphasize that this is a rather non-trivial result. In our case, we define a coupling g 3 , which is related to a gravity-scalar interaction vertex, in contrast to previous pure-gravity definitions. Accordingly, the diagrams entering the beta function have a fairly different structure, as does the beta function. It is rather reassuring to note that different ways of defining a Newton coupling and projecting the RG flow onto it result in similar universal properties.
The relatively large fixed-point value for g 3 is clearly responsible for the large absolute values of the anomalous dimensions, as η ∼ g 3 * : For instance, if we set g 3 = 1 by hand, we obtain η TT = −0.28 and η σ = 0.20. It has been observed previously that the exponential parameterization features a large fixed-point value for the Newton coupling in the single-metric approximation [10] , and our definition of the fluctuation-field coupling exhibits similar behavior.
The large negative value for the TT anomalous dimension suggests a propagator that decays with a higher power of the momentum in the UV, potentially suppressing the effect of TT quantum fluctuations in the UV. On the other hand, the positive value for the scalar anomalous dimension implies that the σ mode is actually enhanced in the UV. In particular, this could have very interesting consequences for gravity-operators at the UV fixed point. Operators of more "scalar character" would be shifted towards relevance by the positive anomalous dimension η σ , while operators with a larger contribution to the transverse traceless sector would be shifted towards irrelevance, even if the canonical dimension of both operators agrees. In particular, this could suggest that more complicated tensor structures, such as, e.g., powers of the Ricci tensor or Riemann tensor could be less relevant than their Ricci scalar counterparts. (This concurs with an observation made in [23] .) Interestingly, the sign of η TT is opposite to results in the linear parametrization [45, 47, 50] . If we identify η σ = η TT we obtain a fixed point with the properties listed in Tab. II. We observe a comparable value for the critical exponent θ with respect to the previous case. The anomalous dimension for the TT mode remains essentially the same. We see that the assumption η σ = η T T even gives the wrong sign for η σ . Since the anomalous dimensions contribute to the scaling dimensions of operators, this is of course a serious shortcoming. To test the stability of our results with respect to extended truncations which would include separate beta functions for G 3 etc., we consider an approximation where g 5 = g 4 = g 3 . We treat the pure-gravity coupling G 4 = G 3 as an external parameter, and test whether a viable fixed point exists for values of these couplings between 0 and 6. For this case, we display the semi-perturbative result, as it allows a clear understanding of the terms:
When G 3 increases, the fixed point for g 3 decreases, cf. Fig. 8 . We see that the fixed point that we have observed in the approximation G 3 = g 3 , persists for a large range of values of G 3 . We interpret this as a sign of stability. Fig. 9 shows the anomalous dimensions at the fixed point as functions of G 3 . Note that they vanish for G 3 = 0, since, in the absence of matter self interactions, they are generated only by diagrams proportional to G 3 . Note that to obtain this result, the identification g 5 = g 3 , suggested by diffeomorphism invariance, is crucial, as it gives rise to the above structure of the beta function.
The critical exponent θ in this approximation is not equal to the result of Tab. I at G 3 = g 3 , since ∂β g3 /∂G 3 | G3=g3 contributes to the critical exponent quoted in that table. When we distinguish g 3 and G 3 , then ∂β g3 /∂G 3 | G3=g3 yields an off-diagonal contribution to the stability matrix, which can contribute to the critical exponents if operators mix at the non-Gaußian fixed point. As we only evaluate the diagonal entry of the stabilty matrix in our approximation, where G 3 is treated as an external parameter, that contribution is absent. We now supplement our beta functions by a beta function for the background Newton coupling, as obtained in [10] , where
We observe that η TT and η σ enter with the opposite sign. At the fluctuation-field fixed point, η TT < 0 and η σ > 0. This sign combination strengthens the gravitational fluctuation effects that induce a fixed point, lending further support to the observation that all modes of the graviton act towards asymptotic safety [65, 66] . Plugging in the fluctuation field fixed point-valueswhich are of course independent ofḠ, as they should -we obtainḠ * = 3.04 and θ = 2.
V. RESULTS FOR THE INTERACTING MATTER-GRAVITY SYSTEM
In the following, we switch on scalar fluctuations, which adds several classes of diagrams to β g3 and additional contributions to β g3 , η TT and η σ . Our main goal is to find out whether the pure-gravity results discussed above can be extended in a stable way to N S > 0, or whether scalars have a significant effect on the fixed point in our approximation. First, we will set η S = 0 by hand, while taking into account η TT and η σ . The reason for this unequal treatment of fluctuation fields will become clear below.
A. Fixed-point results without scalar anomalous dimension
As a first approximation, we set G 3 = G 4 = g 4 = g 5 = g 3 , and find an extension of the pure-gravity fixed point to N S > 0. Unlike the beta functions for the background Newton coupling and the pure-gravity couplings G 3 and G 4 , β g3 receives no correction from diagrams containing a scalar loop in our approximation. Consequently, β g3 does not depend on N S explicitly, if we set all anomalous dimensions to zero. It only depends on N S if we include the anomalous dimensions η TT and η σ . This gives rise to a beta function of the form
Herein, the factor 10/3π differs from the factor 47/18π in Eq. (56) since it includes contributions form scalar fluctuations which do not scale with N S . In our determination of fixed points we also take into account all higher-order terms, but the main effect of scalars is clear from the O(g 2 3 ) term: As the contribution of scalars, that scales with N S explicitly, comes with the opposite sign from the asymptotic safety-inducing term which enters with −10g 2 3 /3π, scalars push the fixed-point of g 3 towards larger values. This is the same effect that we have already observed for the background-system [50] . Interestingly, the contribution of scalars to the running of the three-graviton coupling features an opposite sign in the approximation used in [52] . On the other hand, the complete fixed-point dynamics in [52] is similar, as G 3 * is also pushed to larger values, since destabilizing effects of scalars show up in the momentum-independent part of the graviton-three-and two-point function.
In our approximation, the fixed point merges with another, artificial fixed point at N S ≈ 28, where the fixed point disappear into the complex plane, cf. Fig. 10 . While this could indicate the existence of a bound on N S in asymptotically safe gravity, we note that η σ > 2 already at N S = 14, indicating that a larger truncation is required to investigate that regime in more detail, see [52] . In the semi-perturbative approximation, the anomalous dimensions are slightly smaller, and the fixed-point collision accordingly occurs at larger N S . To investigate the stability of our results, we again distinguish the pure-gravity couplings from the gravitymatter couplings. We treat G 4 = G 3 as an external parameter, and investigate the fixed point in g 3 as a function of G 3 and N S . In particular, at smaller G 3 , the value of η σ at small N S remains smaller. We observe that larger values of G 3 lead to a slower increase in the fixedpoint value for g 3 , and increase the value N S at which the fixed-point annihilation occurs, cf. Fig. 12 . While quantitative details change, the overall effect of increasing N S is similar to the previous approximation, cf. Fig. 13 . The small red dots are for G3 = G4 = 1, the medium blue ones for G3 = G4 = 3 and the large green ones for G3 = G4 = 6.
This suggests that our results will be qualitatively stable under extensions of the truncation including the running of the gravity-couplings as in [52] . On the other hand, a non-trivial interplay between the gravity-matter coupling and the pure-gravity coupling at large N S is not excluded, as the effect of varying g 3 on G 3 * remains to be studied. The small red dots are for G3 = G4 = 1, the medium blue ones for G3 = G4 = 3 and the large green ones for G3 = G4 = 6.
B. Fixed-point results including scalar anomalous dimension
We now set all gravitational couplings and gravityscalar couplings equal to the Newton coupling as defined from the gravity-matter interaction and include the anomalous dimension for the scalar, η S . This yields a new contribution to β g3 , which now reads
equation (59) gets replaced by
Therefore, in this simplified form, the terms of order g 2 3 in the beta function are always positive, and by themselves would not produce a fixed point. Fixed points appear when we consider also higher nonlinearities, but their properties are not very stable.
For small numbers of scalars, both in the semiperturbative approximation and using the full equations, we have, in addition to the Gaussian fixed point, also two non-trivial fixed points. The first, which we call F P 1 , has negative g 3 and the second, which we call F P 2 , has positive g 3 . The fixed point F P 1 cannot be immediately discarded on the basis of having a negative g 3 . While a negative value of the Newton coupling in the infrared is of course incompatible with observations, a negative fixed-point value is viable, as long as the RG flow can cross to g 3 > 0 towards the IR. As the full beta function contains terms ∼ g 5 etc., which imply β g3 = 0 at g 3 = 0, this situation is realized here.
In the semi-perturbative approximation the solutions of the fixed point equation can be written explicitly:
The solution F P 2 (which corresponds to the positive sign in front of the root) is a growing function of N S , with a simple pole between N S = 17 and 18 and asymptotes to −135π/37 for large N S . The solution F P 1 is a negative, smooth, monotonically increasing function of N S that asymptotes to zero. The solutions of the full equations are more complicated to display in closed form and are best studied numerically. Let us start from the case N S = 1. The properties of the fixed points in the two approximations are listed in tab. III. The properties of the fixed points in the two approximations are very roughly consistent, but F P 2 in the full approximation has very large critical exponent and anomalous dimensions, that put it far beyond the regime where our approximation is reliable.
The similarities end here, because the dependence on N S is quite different in the two approximations. In the full calculation, g 3 * for F P 2 , as a function of N S , is initially decreasing, has a minimum near N S = 30, then increases again and the fixed point ceases to exist for N S > 95. It switches from UV attractive to repulsive near N S = 47 and there is no value of N S for which the critical exponents have reasonably small values. This is very different from its behavior in the semi-perturbative approximation.
Also F P 1 in the full calculation behaves very differently from the semi-perturbative approximation: instead of increasing steadily to zero, it decreases monotonically and diverges to −∞ for N S just above 46. Some of the anomalous dimensions have more reasonable values but there is no N S for which they are all small. Thus F P 1 has slightly better chances of being a true fixed point, but in the present approximations it cannot be reliably assessed.
We observe that already in the case N S = 1 the anomalous dimensions of the graviton modes have opposite signs compared to the case when we neglected η S , and become rather large, as a consequence of a rather large absolute value of g 3 . The critical exponent also differs considerably from the pure-gravity case. As a consequence, when we take into account the effect of η S , it becomes hard to identify either of the fixed points with the one that we found for N S = 0.
These results could lead to different conclusions: the approximation G = g might not be particularly reliable beyond small N S , or, more likely, our current estimate for the scalar anomalous dimension needs improvement, and the results for η S = 0 might be closer to the correct result.
The significant change in the fixed-point properties from the pure-gravity case arises from the scalar anomalous dimension. Accordingly, the perturbative approximation, where η T T = η σ = η S = 0 features a fixed point at g 3 = 2.57 with θ = 2 for all values of N S . As η S has such a significant effect on the existence and properties of fixed points, it is important to understand whether our truncation already captures all major operators that determine η S . Recall that metric fluctuations induce non-vanishing momentum-dependent matter self-interactions, e.g., of the form (g µν ∂ µ φ∂ ν φ) 2 [58] . As soon as these couplings are non-zero, they yield a nonvanishing contribution to η S . Our current truncation does not include these effects. We therefore conjecture that the results could improve once these further operators are included. By a simple count of modes, N S = 1 should not dramatically change the results, and the case N S = 1 should still feature a fixed point with properties similar to the pure-gravity one, just as exhibited by the approximation η S = 0. We tentatively suggest that the calculation with η S = 0, which shows a destablizing effect setting in at N S 1, might capture the full dynamics more accurately than our current estimate with η S = 0.
C. Background beta functions
The background couplings can only appear on the righthand side of beta functions through a trivial scaling, for instance, βḠ ∼Ḡ 2 , as the prefactor of the curvature term in the Einstein-Hilbert action is . All couplings that appear on the right-hand side from either propagators or vertices are always fluctuation field couplings. Accordingly, η TT , η σ and η S , which will appear on the right-hand side of βḠ, depend on the fluctuation-field couplings g 3 , g 4 , g 5 , G 3 , G 4 only. Thus we obtain the following matter contribution to the β function for the background Newton coupling:
Following [10] ,
If we set η TT = η σ = 0 = η S , we obtain N S = 45 as the maximal number of scalars before the fixed point in G diverges.
If we now use the approximation of equating all fluctuation couplings in the expressions for the anomalous dimensions, as in Sec. V B, we obtain a fixed point at G * = 12.14, with critical exponent θ = 2, for N S = 1 at the fixed point g * = −13.9. The location of a possible bound depends on the assumptions for the couplings g 4 , g 5 , G 3 , G 4 . For the case g 4 = 0 = g 5 , G 3 = 0 = G 4 , the continuation of the pure-gravity fixed point in the background coupling ceases to exist beyond N S = 9.
For the approximation where we set η S = 0, we obtain a bound at N S = 12, which is close to the bound from the fluctuation coupling, at N S = 14.
Note that fixed-point values for the background couplings are affected by a strong regulator dependence: As the background metric enters the regulator function, there are contributions to all beta functions of background couplings that are due to the regularization only, and are unphysical in that sense, see also [49, [67] [68] [69] . Thus, even divergences in background couplings might turn out to be compatible with a model that is asymptotically safe in a physical sense, i.e., where all physical quantities have a well-behaved UV limit. To understand on which couplings a fixed-point requirement must be imposed, and which couplings may even diverge, one must investigate physical observables. As this is clearly beyond the scope of the present work, we conclude that the most conservative assumption is that all couplings must feature fixed points, and therefore divergences in the background couplings are not acceptable, even if the fluctuation couplings are well-behaved. Interpreted along these lines, the one-loop approximation, where we set η TT = η σ = 0 = η S everywhere, and only the background Newton coupling depends on N S , would suggest that there could be an upper limit of scalars that is compatible with a viable fixed point.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we discuss how setting up a Renormalization Group flow for gravity-matter systems, in order to investigate the viability of the asymptotic safety scenario for gravity and the Standard Model, necessitates a distinction between couplings of matter to the background metric and couplings to fluctuations of the metric. We take a first step in disentangling the scale-dependence of the different couplings by studying the running of a vertex at which two scalar fields interact with the metric fluctuation field. From this vertex we define an avatar of the Newton coupling, g 3 . We observe that the so-defined Newton coupling features an interacting fixed point at N S = 0 where only metric fluctuations drive the Renormalization Group flow. The universal critical exponent at this fixed point is close to that of other approximations and definitions. We consider this rather strong evidence for the asymptotic safety scenario in the pure-gravity case, that complements previous results. We emphasize that this is the first evidence for asymptotic-safety in gravity-matter interactions, as all previous results related to the Newton coupling defined from background or fluctuation gravitational interactions. Our result is therefore a new hint that formulating an asymptotically safe theory of gravity and matter could be phenomenologically viable.
We also investigate the anomalous dimensions for different components of the graviton, and find a large negative anomalous dimension η TT for the TT mode, which is not too far from the single-metric approximation η N = −2. Such a large negative anomalous dimension implies a strongly UV suppressed propagator of the form p −2+η T T . The corresponding propagator in real space is reminiscent of a lower-dimensional setting. Thus our result is in line with other indications for some form of dynamical dimensional reduction in asymptotically safe gravity [17, [70] [71] [72] [73] , however see also [74] .
On the other hand, the σ-anomalous dimension has the opposite sign. This suggests that different tensor structures in gravity exhibit different running -reminiscent of the difference between the transverse and longitudinal gluons in the infrared regime in Yang-Mills theory in Landau gauge. This result is an indication that one should also disentangle the flow of different tensor structures at the level of the vertices. We moreover observe a difference to results in the linear parametrization, where the anomalous dimensions are typically smaller in absolute value.
Within functional Renormalization Group flows, it is never possible to find a finite-dimensional closed truncation, as higher-order couplings always couple back into the flow of lower-order ones. For instance, the flow of the coupling g 3 depends on the higher-order coupling g 5 through a tadpole diagram. Thus, one should evaluate the flow for g 5 , which itself depends on g 7 and so on, necessitating some approximation to close the truncation.
Typical choices in the literature include setting higherorder couplings to zero, or equating them to lower order ones. In our results, we explicitly keep the dependence on all couplings that enter β g3 , enabling us to study the reliability of different approximations: We observe that the choice of approximation for those couplings for which no beta function is determined explicitly, quantitatively alters the properties of the fixed point: By treating, e.g., the pure-gravity couplings G 3 and G 4 as external parameters, we observe that the fixed point in g 3 persists for all values of these couplings that we have investigated, but, e.g., anomalous dimensions and the critical exponent change. It is reassuring that the existence of a fixed point does not depend on making specific choices for couplings for which no beta function is determined, as of course all results in the literature make specific choices for these couplings. On the other hand, our investigation of the dependence of fixed-point properties on these choices highlights that quantitatively more precise results require more elaborate truncation schemes which disentangle some of these couplings.
In the case N S > 0, scalar fluctuations have a significant impact. If we work in the approximation where we set the anomalous dimension for the scalar matter field to zero, η S = 0, we observe that matter fluctuations have a destabilizing effect on the gravitational fixed point, and move it toward larger values. This observation is in accordance with the general scenario discussed at the level of the background couplings in [50, 51] , where it is argued that the inclusion of dynamical matter degrees of freedom will impact the microscopic dynamics for gravity, and an increasing number of scalars leads to a growth of the fixed point value for the Newton coupling. In [52] a similar behavior is found for the fluctuation coupling G 3 . The increasing fixed-point value leads to an increase in the anomalous dimension for the graviton. As our regularization scheme requires η < 2 for all anomalous dimensions, the region of N S ≥ 14 requires a re-investigation with a different regularization scheme and/or significantly larger truncations. We should therefore take care when interpreting our present results. Keeping in mind this word of caution, we observe that scalar matter seems to have a significant effect on an interacting fixed point and could potentially destabilize it. On the other hand, it is reassuring to observe that N S = 4, which is of course the phenomenologically most relevant case as it corresponds to the number of scalar fields in the Standard Model, admits a gravitational fixed point in our setting, again in line with results in [50] [51] [52] .
Including a scalar anomalous dimension η S leads to a very significant change of the fixed-point properties already at N S = 1. Based on a mode-counting argument, we expect that this strong effect of a single scalar field only arises within our truncation, and such significant effects of matter should not be expected for small N S . We also identify a direction in which an extension of our truncation would potentially lead to O(1) changes of the anomalous dimension for scalars: Quantum-gravity effects induce non-vanishing momentum-dependent selfinteractions for scalars [58] , which will couple into η S via a tadpole diagram. If we take into account quantum-gravity induced matter self-interactions, not only η S will change. Among the diagrams contributing to β g3 , there will also be one that features a closed scalar loop, and thus yields a contribution that scales with N S . Within our present approximation, there is no such explicit contribution, and the N S dependence only arises through the anomalous dimensions.
Moreover, it will be interesting to understand the parametrization and gauge-dependence of our result. As the matter-gravity vertices differ signficiantly between, e.g., Landau gauge and linear parametrization on the one hand, and unimodular gauge and exponential parametrization on the other hand, the structure of the beta function for g 3 as well as G 3 could be significantly different. Thus, it will be interesting to understand whether the observations in the present work as well as in [52] persist, if the system β g3 , β G3 is analyzed in the two different parametrizations. In particular, it will be interesting to see whether the sign of the contribution ∼ N S to β g3 and β G3 depends on the choice of parametrization.
